


The CIA, despite claims of no interest continued to follow UFO sightings and stories not only at home, but also world -
wide. Some examples from Docs 5658-5698: 

• IRAN: June, 1957 “A flying object was seen from Iranian…(indecipherable).
“The object appeared to be a ball ½ meter in diameter and had a tail ½ meter in length”

• 25 MAY 1952
Buenos Aires Argentina, UFO spotted over city of Bahia Blanca. …Many people observed a strange luminous
body…for several minutes…   It was photographed by a Reporter.

• July 1965 Antartica: “A group of red, green and yellow flying saucers has been seen flying over Deception
Island for two hours” by Argentine, Chilean, and British bases on Antartica.

• 22 Sept 77: Petrogavodsk. Tass reported that locals witnessed something unusual. “…A huge star suddenly
flared up in the dark sky…sending shafts of light to the earth”   It eventually stopped and moved away after
about 10 minutes.

• 16 MAY 78: Bolivia.  Radio station reported several calls about a UFO that fell to the earth nearby. Reports
from stations in Argentina and Uruguay.
La Pas (Bolivia) Newspaper reported that a large area was cordoned off and a device with a diameter of 4
meters was moved to Tarija (in the Southern part of Bolivia).

Additional Pages 5699-5705 

• Nov.1 97_  : Belgian Congo
• -Letter to US (?)   Report in a UFO. (The rest was illegible).
• 17 June 66 – IRAN - Airline pilot reported a “brilliant white sphere” in the air near an airport. Another plane

saw it and they discussed it over radios.
• 13 Aug 67 - Report Memo on meeting with Soviet Scientists who all overtly said they had no sightings on UFOs

in the USSR, but hinted at their interest in the problem.
(This was cold war period: Official Denial)

• Sept 1976 - British European Airways flight from Moscow to London – While over Lithuanian Airspace
witnessed an extremely bright yellowish light. Pilot contacted Soviet authorities for ID of source. ‘Soviet
authorities came back with a negative identification response – suggestion that he should not ask questions”

A number of reports about and from media articles are scattered throughout these releases. These show ongoing 
early interest from the 1950’s on. 

5706-5709 

• 1957 Chile – German language article.
• 1952 Uzbek USSR-Sightings reported.
• 1954 Stalingrad USSR- Reported sightings
• 1955 Budapest Hungary-Reported sightings
• 1956 Budapest Hungary-Sightings reported

Additionally, there is an article written by Dr. Edward Ludwig in Chile, on an unknown date about the writer’s theories 
on UFOs. The writer was reflecting back on his experiences working with Dr. Junkers in 1915-16 on the Airplane 
designs of the time. 
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• 5711 Dec 1952- Letters between Dr. J. Allen Hynek and Dr. Marshal Chadwick. Hynek is 
explaining how a recent sighting had to be Jupiter and not a UFO.                                          
It seems the CIA was monitoring Astrophysicists. 

• 5712 Reference to Dr.M.P.Robertson and the Scientific Advisory Panel on Unidentified 
Flying Objects in January 1953. The letter discusses what part should remain classified. 

• 5713 Further communications – Different actors, same topic. 
• 5714; 7 Jan 1953 Letter about Intelligence Advisory Committee which included the “CIA, 

Army, Navy, Air Force, Joint Staff, State, ADC and FBI”. Also included was a reminder 
that the CIA’s involvement “has been carefully restricted, in view of probable 
misunderstanding if it were publicly known. 

• 5715; 28 Jan ’53 Letter from Marshall Chadwell to Dr. E.P. Robertson acknowledging 
that Robertson’s report was “…on it’s way up the ladder with our concurrence and 
conclusions…”                                                                                                                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 


